
Why the definition we provided is an inner-product?

The definition above is an inner product. I just missed some crucial point that I'll get to it soon.

In fact, for any inner product space, we have the triangular 
inequality. We can prove it by:
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- We cannot define inner product -> we cannot talk about 
length and angle 

- For general functions we cannot define inner product, 
because f.f or f.g 's cannot always be computed or are not 
finite!

How about we define the SUBSET W of V for which we have the 
following property:

1) Can we define Inner product for functions in W?
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We can define inner product in W  
This may be an inner product vector space

So W is a subspace of V. It's basically a subspace of functions 
that is equipped with an inner product. so for these functions 
we can talk about their norm (magnitude) and angle between 
functions (concepts such as f is normal to g)

Summary: L2 space of functions is a very nice subset of 
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Summary: L2 space of functions is a very nice subset of 
functions for which we can define inner product -> (length, 
angle)

We are not always fortunate enough to work with L2 functions 
in practice. There are functions (or other members of vector 
spaces) that don't have an inner product. 

So, what is the next best thing?

In fact any function from V -> non-negative real numbers that 
has properties 1 to 3 is called a normed vector space. Normed 
vector space can only talk about length (norm) not angles! 
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Are there any practical examples of normed spaces that are not inner product spaces? YES

For functions, many times we like to work with finite functions (that the function does not blow up in the set considered)

Maybe we don't like 1/x^0.25 because it blows up at 0. So, how 
about finite functions?

Talking about finite functions || .||  is a natural norm, but we 
don't have an inner product and no angle!

Side note: Let's try to be too smart and define an inner-product 
from a norm?
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But unfortunately the . We define this way from a norm, does 
not satisfy all 4 conditions of an inner product:(

Coordinates and coordinate transformation:

All these discussions below are for a general vector space (with 
maybe some minor tweaks for functions) because they are all 
built on vector space (plus possibly inner product) concept(s)

Linear Independence:
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Basis for a vector space:
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Natural coordinate system for a triangle
The values above are natural coordinates of points in a triangle
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Orthonormal basis: that individual basis vectors of size 1 and 
they are normal

Obviously this definition ONLY makes sense in an inner product 
vector space
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